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1 Installation instructions 

1.1 Type and purpose of the appliance 

An electronically controlled high performance appliance with an integrated mixer, the 
thermodynamic cooking function Optitherm and as an option a recooling device as 
well as a milk stirrer and a stirring device with knives for stirring solid components. 

This appliance can be used in commercial kitchens, restaurants, hospitals, canteens, 
bakeries, butcher's and similar commercial enterprises for the preparation and 
treatment of food. 

Every other use does not correspond to its purpose and can endanger persons 
and/or objects. 

This appliance may not be used for the treatment of products which could cause toxic 
or corrosive vapours or which could ignite below 120°C.  

The use of this appliance on board ships or aircrafts requires the authorization of the 
manufacturer. 

 
 

1.2 Installation of the appliance 

The appliance should be mounted and connected by specialists or instructed per-
sonnel only. 

The appliance has to be installed in the assigned place according to the valid plans 
(e.g. installation plan, mounting drawing). 

The appliance will be delivered upright on a transport frame. 

Installation and adjustment have to be executed according to separate instructions 
(see page 5). 

After mounting the appliance on the wall or on the plinth, fix the end angles in the gap 
between the appliance and the wall for protection against humidity and contact.  

 
 

1.3 Connecting the appliance 

Remove front plate of control board. Connect appliance to the energy and if neces-
sary to the sanitary net work according to the existing valid plans of connection and 
diagrams. 

The sanitary installations have to be connected after the positioning of the plinth. 
Push the appliance up to 50 cm towards the wall and connect the flexible tubes of the 
appliance with the customer's tubes. Then push the appliance completely to the wall 
and screw it up with the plinth (see page 5). 

This appliance is permanently connected to fixed wiring. A possible fault current 
protection switch should be calculated in such a way that the kW connection load 
amounts to 2 mA with regard to its release current (part 2, EN 60335).  
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1.4 Remarks regarding installation and connection of custo-
mer's responsibility 

Please observe the valid, country-specific and local regulations of the appropriate 
authorities. 

The electrical connections must correspond to the EN 60335-1 / 60335-2-47 or the 
national regulations. The customer has to take the corresponding precautions for the 
earthed conductor connection, the fuse protection and the allchannel effective sepa-
ration possibility with a contact gap of at least 3 mm (e.g. switch, automatic cutout, 
contactor). For the connection of the potential bonding please use the corresponding 
wiring point on the appliance. 

The electrical transmission has to be adapted, in respect of the conductor cross 
section and the number of leads, to the rated output of the appliance. The type of the 
wire (insulation) has to be appropriate for the use in professional kitchens. 

The steam and condensat mains of the appliances heated with direct steam (DD) 
have to be connected with the ELRO quick couplings delivered with the appliance. 
The operating pressure at the entry of the appliance should amount to 50-100 kPa 
(0,5-1,0 bar), maximum 140°C. The steam system must be equipped by the custo-
mer with a safety device which guarantees that the maximum accepted steam pres-
sure of 170kPa (1,7 bar) will not be exceeded. 

The average capacity of the steam operated appliances will be determined according 
to DIN 18855-B. It depends mainly on the available pressure in the steam mains. 

Type of 
appliance 

Steam capacity of pressure in the steam mains 

 50 kPa (0,5 bar) 100 kPa (1,0 bar) 

 (kW) (kg/h) (kW) (kg/h) 

JRW1-80 28 45 58 95 

JRW2-140 39 63 64 105 

 
 

1.4.1 Checking 

It is the customer's responsibility to check whether all services are available in the 
right way according to the connection plans. 

When mounting the appliance, safety measures have to be taken against accidental 
contact with parts under voltage according to the EN 60335-1. 

The security tubing of the electrical connection wires installed by the customer has to 
be dimensioned in its length in such a way that the electrical security is not affected 
(e.g. sufficient large creep and air gap, no squeezing of the cables). 
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1.5 Instructions for installation of the ELRO stationary kettle 
with integrated mixer JRW 2200 on chrome nickel steel 
special plinth 

The appliance and the special plinth 
may be delivered separately. Check 
first whether the floor in the aera of 
the plinth is even, horizontal and 
without gradient. The wall and the 
surface of the plinth should be in an 
angle of 90° towards each other. 
When adjusting the plinth, deviations 
have to be taken into account. Put 
plinth on the floor and adjust with a 
water level. A minor unevenness of 

the floor can be corrected by underlaying (working height 900 mm). Drill the fixing 
holes (2) (Ø 8 x 50) and put in the plugs. Fasten the plinth on the floor with the 
screws (5x40) and cement in order to make it completely watertight. Install the 
discharge box (4) delivered with appliance and make it watertight. Put the appliance 
which is on a pallet with wooden brackets in front of the chrome nickel steel plinth, 
loosen the the transport safety device and nail the two boards (5) delivered with the 
appliance on the back of the pallet to form a ramp towards the chrome nickel steel 
plinth. Push the appliance over the ramp on the chrome nickel steel plinth up to 
approximately 30 cm from the wall (drawing 2). In this position connect the appliance 
to the sanitary and electrical net work. Position the appliance on the wall that the two 
drillings (3) in the plinth correspond to those in the appliance. Fasten the appliance to 
the plinth with the two hexagon head cap screws M6x16, the large washers and the 
spring washers. Connect the flexible tubes for the ventilation and the cooling drain 
(with open cooling systems only) from the inner side to the connection pieces in the 
discharge box (4). Place the cover, which is delivered fixed to the appliance, on the 
plinth. Seal the partition line between appliance and plinth to make it completely wa-
tertight. Appliances installed against a wall have to be made watertight by mounting a 
wall board (6) and pressed against the wall. Free-standing appliances overlap the 
plinth at the rear by 10 mm. Install them by pinning together the rear brace (7) with 
the metal plinth and tighten the hexagon cap screws M6x16 and nuts. Finally install 
rear covering plate. 
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Drawing 2 
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2 Initial operation 

2.1 Adjustment of appliance to the altitude above sea level 

The correct adjustment of the appliance to the altitude above sea level is important 
because crucial information for the control system concerning the cooking reaction is 
determined from it. The adjustment possibilities are between 0 and 5000 m in 100 m 
steps (entry 0-50). In case of intermediate values select the next higher value. 
 

 

 If the appliance is on, switch it off with key A1. 
 

  

 

 

 Touch key D2, hold it and then switch on 
appliance by touching key A1. In the display G1 
appears the number „P21“ and in the display F1 
the current altitude above sea level. The set 
standard value is 5. This corresponds to an alti-
tude above sea level of 500 (i.e. indicated value 
x 100 corresponds to the altitude above sea level 
in meters). It can be lowered or risen with the 
keys F2 or F3. 

 

 

 In order to save the new value touch key A3. 
 

 

 When starting the appliance with the key A1 
anew, the new value will be at your disposal. 
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2.2 Selection of temperature unit (°C or °F) 

It is possible to select in the display G1 not only a cooking temperature in °C but also 
in °F (Fahrenheit). The change between these two temperature units is carried out as 
follows: 
 

 

 If the appliance is on, switch it off with key A1. 

 

 Touch key G3 and hold it, then touch key A1. 
Let go both keys. As from this moment the new 
temperature unit will be at your disposal. If you 
like to return to the previous unit, repeat the 
above mentioned procedure.  

 
 

2.3 Operational check  
(EID electric / DD steam) 

Important: Before starting the operational check make sure that no objects like mi-
xer, retaining sieve etc. are in the basin. 

Operational check of heating: 
  Open the lid 

 

 Switch on appliance with key A1 

 

 Select cooking process with mixer with keys E3 
and E1. 

 

 Touch key E1 so many times until upper LED 
lights up. 

 

 Set temperature in display G1 with key G3 to the 
highest desired value (maximum 100°C). 

 

 Set cooking time in display F1 with key F2 to un-
limited (the display F2 shows "-.--"). 

 Close lid. 
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 Start cooking process with key A3. 

 Open lid and check direction of rotation (the mi-
xer must turn clockwise). Otherwise change di-
rection of rotation on binding posts. 

 Important notes: 

1. The mixer is only working when the lid is clo-
sed. If you open the lid, the mixer motor swit-
ches off, however the stirrer is still turning, i.e. 
slowing down. Do not touch the turning stirrer 
as your clothing may get caught which could 
lead to injuries! 

2. Should the preparation phase last longer than 
5 minutes this could be the result of a lack of 
water. Please check whether the pressure in 
the soft water system (feeding heating sy-
stem) is adequate. 

 After 5 minutes switch off appliance with key A3 
and check, whether cooking basin bottom turns 
warm. If this is not the case check steam con-
nection with steam operated appliances and 
electric supply with electrically heated applian-
ces. If necessary repeat the operational check.  

Operational check of cooling: 

 

 Preselect recooling process with key B1 (if 
available).  

 

 

 Set temperature in display G1 with key G3 to the 
lowest possible value. 

 

 Set cooking time in display F1 with key F2 to 5 
minutes. 

 Close lid. 
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 Start cooling process with key A3.  

 On the occasion of the service mode change 
which is now taking place, a change of medium 
in the heating system (water) will be necessary. 
For this change the appliance needs up to 3 mi-
nutes. During this time the LED in the key B1 is 
flashing. As soon as the change of medium is 
finished the LED will be illuminated continuously 
and the new service mode will start. 

 As soon as the end signal (horn) is heard check 
whether the cooking basin is turning cold. If this 
is not the case check the cooling water con-
nection and if necessary repeat operational 
check. 

 

 Switch off appliance with key A1. 

 Close lid. 
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3 General remarks / maintenance 

 These cooking appliances are made entirely from high grade stainless steel. How-
ever they will need appropriate care. Gentle cleaning agents, soft cloths or soft 
brushes only may be used for cleaning. Do not use cleaning agents which could 
scratch or corrode the surface. 

 Cooking salt has to be added to the cooking water in a diluted form only. Other-
wise the water has to be stirred until the cooking salt has dissolved. Aggressive or 
caustic acting substances may not be added or boiled. 

 When appliances are not in use for a longer period: Leave lid open. Wipe basin 
with little oil. 

 The appliances should be washed down without pressure only, do not use a water 
hose or a high pressure cleaner. 

 This is a thermal appliance. Careless handling can lead to danger of burning. 

 Taking into account the machine noise information decree of 18th January 1991 
this appliance is a technical working substance which does not cause noise or in 
special cases does not exceed a noise level of 70 dB (A). 

 The water pressure in the cooling water (ice water) or drinking water connection 
may not exceed 600 kPa (6 bar). 

 The water pressure for the feeding of the heating system may not exceed 400 kPa 
(4 bar). 

 If the optional mixing tap is mounted on the stationary kettle with integrated mixer, 
the water pressure in the connection tube may not exceed 500 kPa (5 bar). 

 After every 2000 working hours exchange the gear lubricant oil or the mixer motor. 
For a refill use 1,5 l of the CLP quality 198-242 mm²/s at 40°C ISO VG 220.  

 In case of disturbances please contact the ELRO after-sales service. 

 


